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[EXPERTISE] 
UX RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

[PLATFORM] 
WEB BASED APPLICATION

[DELIVERABLES] 
SAAS BASED COMPLETE SOLUTION

[CHALLENGE]

Manually marking attendance is time consuming for employees. They may 

often forget to punch in and punch out in ofce premises. The Uncertainty 

about the accurate time and proxy are the real problems.

Enterprises face security threats when an unofcial person enters the building 

without verication.

Manual payroll management system requires personnel and excessive time for 

calculations to provide error-free data by manually checking attendance records 

that takes a lot of time.

The recruitment of workforce to perform their job responsibilities for employee 

scheduling, time and attendance, security, legal compliance and more.

The epidemic, Covid-19 devastated the systems of businesses and escorted new 

trends like social distancing, temperature checks, sanitizing and wearing face 

masks for the health purpose.
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[PROFILE MANAGEMENT]

[VISITOR LOG] 

[ADVANCE REPORTING] 

[STRATEGY]

Strategizing leads to ideal businesses and out of the 

box productivity. The face recognition software 

revamps the security system entirely. Just plug in 

and ready to use device scans the face and 

compares the data gathered with samples collected 

in software database for granting or refusal of 

access. Meanwhile it also tracks the time and 

attendance of authorized member without any 

effort. By maintaining the SOP’S in such 

widespread, this contact-less device works 

awlessly. The thermal scanner in device detects the 

high body temperature and alerts the staff 

members to take precautionary steps for safety. The 

program saves hours of hours in payroll 

calculations, depending on the attendance and 

time. The whole procedure takes place in just few 

seconds.
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WORKS FOR YOU & YOUR USERS

EASY TO USE AND SET UP

INFALLIBLE TECHNOLOGY

[SOLUTION]

VIEU is the one solution to multiple problems. The main root cause of such challenges is to replace the manual 

system with automated software. Now no further need for biometrics or to touch anything.

VIEU is a face recognition software device that enables its camera to detect the entrant’s face for verication. The 

intruder or unauthorized person will no longer be able to gain access.

This Hassle free operating system automatically tracks down the time and attendance of employees without being 

physical. Moreover it leads to the analysis of data required for the calculations of monthly payrolls that cuts down the 

manpower.

In Covid-19, the leading factors in VIEU that magnies its existence from other technologies is that it is the cautious 

and fast method to grant or deny access by checking the body temperature and the face mask.
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[RESULT]

Conclusively, VIEU technology penetrated into the market all over the world and became 

client’s rst choice in every aspect. This evolving software streamlined the company’s 

practices by automating the processes including verication, attendance, payrolls and more. 

The advanced features of this device reduced workforce by leaving the results impactful. 

Now-a-days the face recognition software is in high demand among many schools, 

universities, hotels and even events like concerts, seminars and so on and so forth. Increased 

security, trouble free program, less time consuming, labour cost savings, no human error, 

improved surveillance efforts and easy integration are among the top class factors that 

delighted our trusted clients around the globe.

Therefore, today VIEU is called the VISUAL POWER!

[10,000+] 
TRUSTED USERS

[100%] 
POSITIVE RATING

[10 X] 
RETURN ON PLATFORM
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Let’s innovate together.

hello@cynosuredesigns.co.uk

+44 (0)207 476 6464

Share your project requirement with us !
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